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ABSTRACT
JENNIFER CLARA LYONS: The Study of Key Accounting Principles on a Case by
Case Basis
(Under the direction of Victoria Dickinson)
The following are solutions to a series of case studies highlighting the key
concepts of financial reporting in accounting. The cases were completed in fulfillment of
the requirements for honors ACCY 420 course at the University of Mississippi for both
the fall and spring semesters of the 2016/2017 academic school year. Each case focused
on a different area of financial reporting within a company, or companies within the same
industry. Each case contained a problem set requiring an understanding of accounting
concepts, analysis of financial stability, mathematical calculations, and preparation of
journal entries and financial statements.
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I.

Executive Summary

Below are a series of comparable financial statements for Glenwood Heating, Inc. and
Eads Heater, Inc for one year of operations. Transactions for Glenwood and Eads can be
found in appendix A-1, and B-1, respectively. After analyzing the financial statements:
Balance Sheet, Income Statement, Statement of Cash Flows, and Statement of Changes in
Stockholder’s Equity, I would rather invest or lend money to Glenwood Heating, Inc.

II.

Analysis of Glenwood Heating, Inc. and Eads Heater, Inc. Data

Based off Glenwood’s Balance Sheet, Appendix A-6, and Eads’ Balance Sheet,
Appendix B-7, there are several ratios helpful in determining the financial health of the
company. The quick ratio measures the company’s ability to meet its short-term
obligations with its most liquid assets. This means the company has the cash to cover
their debt. The higher the ratio, the better the position the company is in. A simpler
version of the quick ratio is the current ratio. This ratio is used to determine the
company’s ability to pay back its short-term liabilities. Below in figure 1-1 is
Glenwood’s and Eads’ quick ratio and current ratio.
QUICK
RATIO

CURRENT
RATIO

GLENWOOD

2.99

4.89

EADS

3.09

4.63

Figure 1-1

Along with the balance sheet, the income statement has several helpful ratios.
Gross profit margin measures how much of every dollar of revenue is left after paying
cost of goods sold. Profit margin measures how much out of every sales dollar a company
5

actually keeps in earnings, net income. The higher the profit margin, indicates a more
profitable company. A low profit margin indicates too high of costs. Return on equity
calculates how many dollars of profit a company generates for every dollar of
stockholders’ equity. The higher the number the more efficient the company is in using
stockholders’ equity. Figure 1-2 represents Glenwood’s and Eads’ Gross Profit, Profit
Margin, and Return on Equity.

GLENWOOD
EADS

GROSS PROFIT
MARGIN
56%
53%

PROFIT
MARGIN
23%
18%

ROE
40%
34%
Figure 1-2

These ratios measure profitability, liquidity, and efficiency of a company.
Although Eads has a higher quick ratio, Glenwood has a higher current ratio. This
indicates that Glenwood has more resources to pay off long-term and short-term debt.
The gross profit margin and profit margin, displays that Glenwood generates more profit
per sales dollar after expenses are taken out. Glenwood has 56 percent of its revenues left
over after it pays cost of goods sold, whereas Eads only has 53 percent left over. The
profit margin ratio displays that Glenwood’s converted 23 percent of sales into profits
whereas Eads only converted 18 percent of sales into profits. Glenwood’s ROE of 40
percent means that Glenwood generates $0.40 of profit for every $1 of shareholders’
equity. This demonstrates that Glenwood efficiently generating a higher profit from
investments than Eads. ROE, Profit margin and gross profit margin ratios supports that
Glenwood is more profitable than Eads.

6

III.

Conclusion

Based off the financial statements and financial ratios I would rather invest in Glenwood
because they appear to be more efficient and profitable. Glenwood has a higher net
income, resulting from lower expenses. Thus generating more revenue than Eads.
Although Eads has more cash and assets, Glenwood doesn’t have as much debt as Eads.
Glenwood is more likely to generate more income from my investment, because they are
more efficient and profitable.

7

IV.

Appendix A: Glenwood’s Data
A-1
Journal Entries for Glenwood

8

A-2
Trail Balance for Glenwood

9

A-3
Adjusted Journal Entries

10

A-4
Adjusted Trail Balance

11

A-5
Glenwood Income Statement

12

A-6
Glenwood Balance Sheet

13

A-7
Glenwood Statement of Cash Flows

14

A-8
Glenwood Statement of Change in Stockholder’s Equity
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V.

Appendix B
B-1
Journal Entries for Eads

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

ACCOUNTS
CASH
RECEIVABLE
160,000.00
400,000.00
(420,000.00)
(80,000.00)

INVENTORY

BUILDING

EQUIPMENT

ACCOUNTS
PAYABLE

NOTES
PAYABLE

INTEREST
PAYABLE

COMMON
STOCK
160,000.00

RETAINED
EARNINGS

400,000.00
350,000.00

70,000.00
80,000.00

239,800.00
299,100.00
(213,360.00)
(41,000.00)
(34,200.00)
(23,200.00)

LAND

239,800.00

398,500.00
(299,100.00)

398,500.00
(213,360.00)
(20,000.00)

$ 47,340.00 $ 99,400.00 $ 239,800.00 $ 350,000.00 $ 70,000.00 $ 80,000.00 $ 26,440.00 $ 380,000.00 $

(21,000.00)
(34,200.00)
(23,200.00)
6,650.00
(6,650.00)
6,650.00 $ 160,000.00 $ 313,450.00
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B-2
Trail Balance for Eads

Eads Heaters, Inc.
Trail Balance
December 31st, 20X1
Debits
Credits
ASSET ACCOUNTS
cash
accounts receivable
inventory
land
building
equipment
LIABILITY ACCOUNTS
accounts payable
note payable
interest payable
EQUITY ACCOUNTS
common stock
dividends
sales
interest expense
other operating expense
TOTALS

47,340.00
99,400.00
239,800.00
350,000.00
70,000.00
80,000.00
26,440.00
380,000.00
6,650.00
160,000.00
23,200.00
398,500.00
27,650.00
34,200.00
$ 971,590.00 $ 971,590.00
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B-3
Adjusted Entries for Eads

Beg Balance
Bad Debts
COGS
Depreciation
Building
Lease Dep.
Equipment
Interest on Lease
Principle on Lease
Lease Payment
Income tax
Total $

Cash
47,340.00

Accounts
Allowance
Receivable For Bad Debt
99,400.00
4,970.00

Inventory
239,800.00

Land
70,000.00

Accumulated
Building
Dep-building
350,000.00

Equipment
80,000.00

Accumulated Accumulated
Dep-equip
Dep-lease Lease Payable

Accounts
Payable
26,440.00

(188,800.00)

Interest
Payable
Note Payable
6,650.00
380,000.00

Common
Stock
160,000.00

Retained
Earnings
313,450.00
(4,970.00)
(188,800.00)

10,000.00

(10,000.00)
(11,500.00)
(20,000.00)
(7,360.00)

11,500.00
20,000.00
(7,360.00)
(8,640.00)
92,000.00

(8,640.00)
92,000.00

(23,505.00)
7,835.00 $ 99,400.00 $

(23,505.00)
4,970.00 $ 51,000.00 $ 70,000.00 $ 350,000.00 $ 10,000.00 $ 172,000.00 $ 20,000.00 $ 11,500.00 $ 83,360.00 $ 26,440.00 $

6,650.00 $ 380,000.00 $ 160,000.00 $ 47,315.00
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B-4
Adjusted Trail Balance for Eads

Eads
Adjusted Trail Balance
December, 31st 20X1
Accounts
Debit
Credit
Cash
7,835.00
Accounts Receivable
99,400.00
Allowance for Bad Debts
4,970.00
Inventory
51,000.00
Land
70,000.00
Building
350,000.00
Accumulated Depreciation-Building
10,000.00
Equipment
80,000.00
Accumulated Depreciation-Equipment
20,000.00
Lease Equipment
92,000.00
Accumulated Depreciation-lease
11,500.00
Accounts Payable
26,440.00
Lease Payable
Interest Payable
6,650.00
Note Payable
380,000.00
Common Stock
160,000.00
Dividend
23,200.00
Sales
398,500.00
Cost of Goods Sold
188,800.00
Other Operation Expense
34,200.00
Bad Debt Expense
4,970.00
Depreciation Expense-Building
10,000.00
Depreciation Expense-Equipment
20,000.00
Depreciation Expense-Lease
11,500.00
Interest Expense
35,010.00
Provisions For Income Tax
23,505.00
Total $ 1,101,420.00 $ 1,101,420.00
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B-5
Eads’ Income Statement

Eads Heater, Inc.
Multi-Step Income Statement
For the Year Ended December 31st, 20X1
398,500.00

Net Sales
(Cost of Goods Sold)
Beginning Inventory
Purchases
Goods Available
(Ending Inventory)
COGS
Gross Profit
(Expenses)
Depreciation Expense
Depreciation Expense-Equipment
Bad Debt Expense
Other Expenses
Interest Expense
Depreciation Expense-lease
Income Tax Expense
Total expenses
Net Income

239,800.00
239,800.00
(51,000.00)
188,800.00

(188,800.00)
209,700.00

10,000.00
20,000.00
4,970.00
34,200.00
35,010.00
11,500.00
23,505.00
139,185.00

(139,185.00)
$

70,515.00
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B-6
Eads’ Balance Sheet

Eads Heater, Inc.
Balance Sheet
December 31st, 20X1
Assets
Cash
Inventory
Accounts Receivable
(Allowance for Bad Debt)

7,835.00
51,000.00
99,400.00
(4,970.00)

Net Accounts Receivable
Total Current Assets
Building
Equipment
Leased Equipment
(Accumulated Depreciation-Building)
(Accumulated Depreciation-Equipment)
(Accumulated Depreciation-lease)
Net Equipment, Building, Lease
Land

94,430.00
153,265.00
350,000.00
80,000.00
92,000.00
(10,000.00)
(20,000.00)
(11,500.00)
480,500.00
70,000.00

Total Long-term Assets
Total Assets
Liabilities
Accounts Payable
Interest Payable
Total Current Liabilities

550,500.00

Lease Payable
Notes Payable
Total Long-term Liablities

83,360.00
380,000.00
463,360.00

$ 703,765.00
26,440.00
6,650.00
33,090.00

Total Liabilities
Equity
Common Stock
Retained Earnings
Total Equity
Total Liabilities and Equity

496,450.00
160,000.00
47,315.00
207,315.00
$ 703,765.00
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B-7
Eads’ Statement of Cash Flow

Eads Heater, Inc.
Statement of Cash Flows
For the Year Ended December 31st, 20X1
Cash Flows from Operating
Net income
+Depreciation Expense-Equip
+Depreciation Expense-Building
+Depreciation Expense-Lease
+Allowance for Bad Debts
-Increase in Accounts Receivable
-Increase in Inventory
+Increase in Interest Payable
+Increase in Accounts Payable
Net Cash Used by Operating Activities

70,515.00
10,000.00
20,000.00
11,500.00
4,970.00
(99,400.00)
(51,000.00)
6,650.00
26,440.00

Cash Flows from Investing
-Purchase of Equipment
-Purchase of Land
-Purchase of Building
Net Cash Used by Operating Activities

(172,000.00)
(70,000.00)
(350,000.00)

$

(325.00)

$ (592,000.00)

Cash Flows from Financing
+Money Borrowed
400,000.00
-paid payable(Principle)
(20,000.00)
+Lease Payable
83,360.00
+Issued Stock
160,000.00
-dividends
(23,200.00)
Net Cash Provided by Financing Activities
$ 600,160.00
Net Increase in Cash
Beginning Cash Balance
Ending Cash Balance

$

7,835.00
7,835.00
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B-8
Eads’ Statement of Change in Stockholder’s Equity

Eads Heater, Inc.
Statement of Changes in Stockholders' Equity
For the Year Ended December 31st, 20X1
Retained
Share Capital
Earnings
Balance- Jan, 01, 20X1
Issue of Common Stock
160,000.00
Total Comprehensive Income
70,515.00
Dividends
(23,200.00)
Balance-Dec, 31, 20X1

$ 160,000.00 $

Total
160,000.00
70,515.00
(23,200.00)

47,315.00 $ 207,315.00
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Below outlines the appropriate income statement presentation for each item.

I.

Net Sales: ASC-225-10-S99-2 Section One
a. Totz should record their net sales in the sales category of the income
statement. Totz sells stylish children’s clothing and also has an in-store art
studio, Doodlez. Because Totz offers products and services, Totz should
state their net sales from Doodlez and Totz separately. ASC-225-10-S99-2
Section 1, stated below, outlines that nets sales should be stated separately
for net sales of tangible products and operating revenues of public utilities.
“1. Net sales and gross revenues. State separately:
(a) Net sales of tangible products (gross sales less discounts,
returns and allowances),
(b) Operating revenues of public utilities or others;
(c) Income from rentals;
(d) Revenues from services; and
(e) Other revenues.”

II.

Gross Profit: ASC-225-10-S99 Section Two
a. The Gross Profit of Totz should be recorded as Gross Profit on the income
statement. The cost of sales should be stately separately for Totz and
Doodlez. Like net sales, cost of sales should be separated. Under ASC225-10-S99-2 Section 2, stated below, outlines that cost should be
separated depending on the type of cost. Totz incurred costs to produce
26

and acquire inventory, product cost, and freight-in and import cost. These
cost should be listed under cost of tangible goods sold. Direct labor cost
for Doodlez should be under the cost of services.
“1. Net sales and gross revenues. State separately:
(a) Net sales of tangible products (gross sales less discounts,
returns and allowances),
(b) Operating revenues of public utilities or others;
(c) Income from rentals;
(d) Revenues from services; and
(e) Other revenues.”

III.

Gain on Sale of Corporate Headquarters: ASC-360-10-45-5
a. Totz recognized a gain on the sale of corporate headquarters when it sold
the abandoned building. This should be included in income from
continuing operations before income taxes in the income statement. ASC225-10-45-5, stated below, outlines where a gain or a loss recognized from
the sale of a long-lived assets should be on an income statement.
i. “A gain or loss recognized on the sale of a long-lived asset
(disposal group) that is not a component of an entity shall be
included in income from continuing operations before income
taxes in the income statement of a business entity. If a subtotal
such as income from operations is presented, it shall include the
amounts of those gains or losses.”

27

IV.

Class Action Settlement: ASC-225-20-45-16
a. Totz settled a class action and gained proceeds of $2.7. Because the class
action settlement is unusual or infrequently occurring, it should be
reported as a separate component of income from continuous operation on
the income statement. ASC-225-20-45-16, stated below, outlines this
concept.
i. “A material event or transaction that is unusual in nature or occurs
infrequently but not both, and therefore does not meet both criteria
for classification as an extraordinary item, shall be reported as a
separate component of income from continuing operations. The
nature and financial effects of each event or transaction shall be
disclosed on the face of the income statement or, alternatively, in
notes to financial statements. Gains or losses of a similar nature
that are not individually material shall be aggregated. Such items
shall not be reported on the face of the income statement net of
income taxes or in any other manner that may imply that they are
extraordinary items. Similarly, the EPS effects of those items shall
not be presented on the face of the income statement.”
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I.

Journal Entries

1 Inventories
7,500,000
Accounts Payable

7,500,000

2 Inverntories
6,000,000
Accrued salaries and wages

6,000,000

3 Accounts receivable
Cash
Sales
Cost of goods Sold
inventories
4 Accounts payable
Cash
5 Cash

5,000,000
17,000,000

7 Accrued wages
Cash
8 Cash
defferred income

6 Sales and marketing expense 1,505,431
general and admin expense 2,044,569
Retail
1,750,000
Cash
Accrued expenses

4,100,000

2,000,000
3,300,000

498,832
2,407,167

Dividends payable
cash

14,000,000

4,100,000
Accounts Receivable

498,832

10 RE

8,200,000

125,000

cash

22,000,000

8,200,000

6,423,789
125,000

9 PPE

14,000,000

6,423,789

12 COGS

3,709
2,403,458
216,836

inventories
13 Dep and amoritization exp
PPE

216,836
698,580

14 General and admin Exp
639,200
retail exp
6,956
accrued wages and salaries

698,580

646,156
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7,500,000

6,000,000

7. Wages payable

8. Receive franchise fee

9. Purchase PPE

10. Dividends declared and paid

4,100,000
(4,100,000)

6. incure SG&A (cash and payable)

5. Collect receivables

3. Sell inventory for cash and on
account

4.Pay for inventory
(8,200,000)

(2,000,000)

(6,423,789)

125,000

(498,832)

(2,403,458)

(14,000,000)

498,832

7,500,000

Unadjusted Trail Balance

DR.

17,000,000
5,000,000

11. All other transactions

CR.

1,253,947
4,229,733
4,064,611
369,197
224,378
5,253,598
124,452
1,046,944
183,135
91,057
1,074,643
423,789
531,941
598,986
142,000
827,700
179,696
7,311,280
5,751,017
-

2. Incur Factory Wages

Normal Balances
DR.

Cash and cash equivalents
Accounts receivable
Notes receivable, current
Inventories
Deferred income taxes
Other
Property and Equipment, Net
Notes Receivable, less current
Goodwill, net
Intangible assets, net
Other
Accounts Payable
Accrued salaries and wages
Other accrued expenses
Dividend payable
Deferred income
Deferred income taxes
Common stock
Additional paid-in capital
Retained earnings
Sales
Franchise and royalty fees
Cost of sales
Franchise costs
Sales & marketing
General and administrative
Retail operating
Depreciation and amortization
Interest income
Income Tax expense

1. Purchase inventory

Transactions – unadjusted

Beginning Balance
February 28,2009

II.

790,224
(702,207)
91,059
(66,328)
92,052
(4,215)
132,859
139,198

3,743,092
4,427,526
91,059
3,498,283
461,249
220,163
5,885,289
263,650
1,046,944
110,025
88,050
877,832
946,528
602,694
220,938
894,429
180,808
7,626,602
3,343,850
22,944,017
5,492,531
14,693,786
1,499,477
1,505,431
1,782,947
1,750,000
(27,210)
2,090,468

(73,110)
(3,007)
503,189

(8,200,000)
6,000,000

(6,423,789)
3,300,000
3,709
125,000

(2,885,413)
(1)
(46,062)
66,729
1,112
315,322

(2,407,167)
22,000,000

944,017
5,492,531
693,786
1,499,477

14,000,000
1,505,431
2,044,569
1,750,000

(261,622)

(27,210)
2,090,468
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646,156

216,836

639,200
6,956
698,580

Pre-closing trail balance

15. Consultant's Report

14. Wage accrual

13. Record depreciation
(698,580)

Actual February 28.2010 F/S figures

DR.

(216,836)

3,743,092
4,427,526
91,059
3,281,447
461,249
220,163
5,186,709
263,650
1,046,944
110,025
88,050
877,832
646,156
946,528
602,694
220,938
894,429
180,808
7,626,602
3,343,850
22,944,017
5,492,531
14,910,622
1,499,477
1,505,431
2,422,147
1,756,956
698,580
(27,210)
2,090,468

Post-closing balance

CR.

3,743,092
4,427,526
91,059
3,498,283
461,249
220,163
5,885,289
263,650
1,046,944
110,025
88,050
877,832
946,528
602,694
220,938
894,429
180,808
7,626,602
3,343,850
22,944,017
5,492,531
14,693,786
1,499,477
1,505,431
1,782,947
1,750,000
(27,210)
2,090,468

16.Closing entry

DR.

Cash and cash equivalents
Accounts receivable
Notes receivable, current
Inventories
Deferred income taxes
Other
Property and Equipment, Net
Notes Receivable, less current
Goodwill, net
Intangible assets, net
Other
Accounts Payable
Accrued salaries and wages
Other accrued expenses
Dividend payable
Deferred income
Deferred income taxes
Common stock
Additional paid-in capital
Retained earnings
Sales
Franchise and royalty fees
Cost of sales
Franchise costs
Sales & marketing
General and administrative
Retail operating
Depreciation and amortization
Interest income
Income Tax expense

12. Adjust for inventory count

Unadjusted Trail Balance

Transactions – adjusted

Normal Balances

III.

3,580,077
(22,944,017)
(5,492,531)
(14,910,622)
(1,499,477)
(1,505,431)
(2,422,147)
(1,756,956)
(698,580)
27,210
(2,090,468)

3,743,092
4,427,526
91,059
3,281,447
461,249
220,163
5,186,709
263,650
1,046,944
110,025
88,050
877,832
646,156
946,528
602,694
220,938
894,429
180,808
7,626,602
6,923,927
-

3,743,092
4,427,526
91,059
3,281,447
461,249
220,163
5,186,709
263,650
1,046,944
110,025
88,050
877,832
646,156
946,528
602,694
220,938
894,429
180,808
7,626,602
6,923,927
22,944,017
5,492,531
14,910,622
1,499,477
1,505,431
2,422,147
1,756,956
698,580
27,210
2,090,468
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IV.

Income Statement

Rocky Mountain Chocolate Factory
Income Statement
FYE February 28, 2010
Revenues
Sales
22,944,017
Franchise and royalty fees 5,492,531
Total Revenues

28,436,548

(Cost and Expenses)
(exclusive of depr.
And amoritization
expense)
14,910,622
Francise costs
1,499,477
Sales & marketing
1,505,431
General and administrative 2,422,147
Retail operating
1,756,956
Depreciation and amortization698,580
Total cost and expenses
Operating Income
Other Income expense
interest expense
interest income
Net other
Income before Taxes

(22,793,213)
5,643,335

27,210
27,210
5,670,545

(Income Tax Expense)
Net Income

$

(2,090,468)
3,580,077
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V.

Retained Earnings

Rocky Mountain Chocolate Factory
Statement of Retained Earnings
FYE February 28, 2010
Beg Balance
3,343,850
Net Income
3,580,077
6,923,927
(dividends)
Retained Earnings- February 28, 2010 $ 6,923,927

VI.

Cash Flows

Classification of transactions for cash flows
Transactions
1. Purchase inventory
Accounts payable increased
2. Incur Factory Wages
wages payable increased
3. Sell inventory for cash and on account
Accounts receivable increased
4.Pay for inventory
Accounts payable decreased
5. Collect receivables
Accounts receivable decreased
6. incure SG&A (cash and payable) Accounts payable increased
7. Wages payable
Accounts payable decreased
8. Receive franchise fee
increase in cash
9. Purchase PPE
Purchase equipment
10. Dividends declared and paid
Declared dividends
11. All other transactions
various
12. Adjust for inventory count
change in inventory
13. Record depreciation
depreciation expense
14. Wage accrual
Accounts payable increased
15. Consultant's Report
No transaction

operating
operating
operating
operating
operating
operating
operating
operating
investing
financing
various
operating
operating
operating
na
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VII.

Balance Sheet
Rocky Mountain Chocolate Factory
Balance Sheet
February 28,2010
Assets
Current Assets
Cash and cash equivalents 3,743,092
Accounts receivable
4,427,526
Notes receivable, current
91,059
Inventories
3,281,447
Deferred income taxes
461,249
Other current assets
220,163
Total Current Assets
Property and Equipment, net

5,186,709

Other Assets
Notes receivable, less current263,650
Goodwill, net
1,046,944
Intangible assets, net
110,025
Other long term assets
88,050
Total Other Assets
Total Assets
Liabilities
Accounts Payable
Accrued salaries and wages
Other accrued expenses
Dividend payable
Deferred income
Defferred income taxes
Total Liabilities

12,224,536

1,508,669
$ 18,919,914

877,832
646,156
946,528
602,694
220,938
894,429
4,188,577

Stockholders' Equity
Common stock
180,808
Additional paid-in capital 7,626,602
retained earnings
6,923,927
Total Stockholders' equity
14,731,337
Total Liabilities and Stockholders' Equity
$ 18,919,914
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I.

Executive Summary

This case outlines different possible fraud schemes within a company. The fraud scheme
is explained on the right, and then a possible internal control is explained on the left
giving the certain scenario. Internal controls are important in financial accounting and
safeguarding assets. Effective internal controls reduce the risk of asset loss and help
ensure that information is complete and accurate, financial statements are reliable, and
that financial statements comply with laws and regulations.

II.

Outline of Fraud and Internal Controls

Potential Fraud Scheme
Lucy is responsible for recording sales
and preparing bank deposits. Given her
autonomy with this process, Lucy could
be underreporting sales and failing to
deposit all of the money.
The store that Kayla owns may have a
petty cash fund that was established for
smaller and miscellaneous expenses. If
they do have a petty cash fund,
employees may be incorrectly being
reimbursed from the fund.
Kayla’s store just implemented a new
coupon discount program. Employees
could be scanning coupons but charging
the customers full price and then
pocketing the difference.
There is no evidence of a system to track
the hours that each employee works.

Internal Control
In order to comply with separation of duties,
one employee should be responsible for
recording sales and another should be
responsible for depositing money for those
sales. This separation of responsibility
makes it harder for one person to commit this
type of fraud.
In order to prevent this and ensure that petty
cash fund disbursements are accurate, there
should be access controls. Kayla should be
the custodian. This means that she is the only
person that can make payments. Also, Kayla,
serving as the custodian, will need to collect
receipts as a way of proving accurate
disbursement.
With this new program, there is limited
evidence of processing the transaction.
Clerks should have to enter all amounts into
the system and keep the coupon with the
receipt of the transaction.
Kayla should implement a time card system
to track exactly when each employee works.
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Kayla is responsible for the oversight of
inventory, orders for new inventory, and
payments of inventory. She could
commit an act of fraud by falsifying
orders, paying them to an external
account, and expensing more inventory
than actual to make up for the difference.
This would reduce the income tax
expense of the business by
underreporting income while funneling
cash out of the business.
Kayla has full custody of assets, and she
also does the record keeping.

Kayla and Lucy both have access to the
accounting system, with Kayla handling
all accounting functions and Lucy
recording sales data and preparing bank
deposits.
There is only one credit card machine for
both cash registers.

A separate employee should be responsible
for inventory orders and payment of
inventory orders. This separation of
responsibility would prevent one person
from autonomously falsifying orders to be
paid to external accounts.

Kayla should not be handling so much
responsibility within the business since she is
the owner of the company. Someone else
should be helping with or taking over this
area.
This is an issue because Lucy and Kayla can
both access records, which could lead to
small changes to the sales records by Lucy
without Kayla realizing it. Thought
separation of duties is important, it is also
important for the information to be valid and
consistent.
There is no way of knowing which employee
is responsible for the credit card sale. There
should be a credit card machine for each
register so that credit card transactions can
be allocated to the correct employee.

There is no mention of a security system.

If a security system was put in place,
complete with cameras, then employees
would be monitored at all times.

Each employee has full authority to enter
each type of transaction, meaning that
they could change previous transactions.

Kaya, as the owner, should be the only
person with full authority. All other
employees should have limited authority that
allows them to only record transactions that
are directly related to the sales process.
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I.

Inventory – definitions
a. Raw Materials - Raw materials inventory consists of raw materials
purchased that have not yet been used. Raw materials consist of direct
materials and indirect materials.
b. Work in Process - In the work-in-process inventory includes the raw
material cost that have been used in production along with direct labor.
The W/p inventory consists of raw materials that have been converted into
products but have not been finished yet.
c. Finished Goods - The finish goods inventory consists of products that
have been finished. Cost of goods manufactured is equal to direct material
costs plus direct labor cost plus indirect labor cost plus indirect material
cost plus factory overhead plus beginning work in process inventory less
ending work in process inventory.
d. Net of Allowance - Inventories are net of allowance for obsolete or
unmarketable inventory. Net inventories are equal to inventory less
allowance for obsolete or unmarketable inventory.

II.

Recording Inventory

The allowance for obsolete and unmarketable inventory account is a contra-inventory
account and appears with inventory on the financial statements. Therefore, inventory
should be record as net, (inventory less allowance for obsolete and unmarketable
inventory).
a. For year 2012 gross inventory would total $224,254
For year 2013 gross inventory would total $245,590
43

b. The whole portion of allowance for obsolete and unmarketable inventory
account is attributed to finish goods.
III.

Journal Entries

Provision inventory 13,348
Inventory

13,348

Write off inventory 11,678
Inventory
IV.

T- Accounts

COGS
13,348
572,549
585,897

Finished Goods Inv, Net
184,808
233,443
13,348
572,549
167,646

Raw Materials Inv
46,976
442,068
433,561
43,469

V.

11,678

Accounts Payable
39,012
43,497
438,651
45,376

Inventory Turnover Ratio

2012:

585897
= 2.63
(211734 + 233070)/2

2011:

575226
=2.29
(233070 + 268591)/2

VI.

2012:

Work in Process
1,286
442,068
126,000
568,735
619

Inventory Holding Period
365
2.63

=139
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2011:

365
2.29

=159

Over the year the company has become more efficient in its inventory management. The
inventory holding period decreases from 2011 to 2012 showing that the company is
selling and moving its inventory quicker than previous year, 2011.
VII.

Percent of Obsolete Inventory
13,348
=7.96%
167,646

7.96% of finished goods are estimated to be obsolete.
As an investor or analyst, I would like to know how much the company paid of their
accounts payable. This would make it easier to figure out the “plugs” of t-charts and how
much COGS was.
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I.

FASB Concept No. 6
FASB Statement of Concept No. 6 defines.
i. Assets are defined as probable future economic benefits obtained
and controlled by a business as a result of transactions.
ii. Expenses are defined as outflows, using up assets, or incurring
liabilities in exchange for rendering services, carrying out other
activities within the scope of business or delivering or producing
goods.

II.

Cost Capitalization
If cost are capitalized, they are recorded as assets on the balance sheet. Net
income is then reported higher than if they were report as expenses. However
overtime the assets will depreciate thus the “cost” will be allocated in subsequent
periods

III.

Journal Entry
Line cost (exp)
Cash

IV.

14,739,000,000
14,739,000,000

WorldCom
The cost WorldCom improperly capitalized were line cost. They recorded
communication cost, as communications equipment on the balance sheet
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along with telecommunication equipment. WorldCom made these cost look
like they had future benefits causing them to look like assets.

V.

Journal Entries
PPE(asset)

3,055,000,000

Line Cost (exp)

3,055,000,000

771/22*4/4=35045454.55
610/22*3/4=20795454.55
743/22*2/4=16886363.64
931/22*1/4=10579545.45
83306818.19

Dep. Exp

83306818

Acc dep

VI.

83306818

Income Statement
Income before taxes as reported
Depreciation for the year (part f)
Less: line cost improperly capitalized
(before taxes restated)
Income Tax Benefit
Minority interest
Net loss afer tax restated

2,393,000,000
83,306,818
3,055,000,000
(578,693,181)
202,542,613
35,000,000
(341,150,568)
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I.

Executive Summary

Targa Co. prepares its financial statements in accordance with GAAP. After analyzing
recent changes in Targa’s business line, I have concluded how Targa should account for
the changes. According to the Codification, employee benefits should be recognized as a
liability, on the balance sheet, and a loss, on the income statement. Retraining and
relocation costs should be recognized as a liability.
II.

Analysis: Postemployment Benefits

Section 712 of the Codification, Nonretirement Postemployment Benefits, outlines how
Targa should account for employee benefits:
25-2 An employer that provides contractual termination benefits shall recognize a
liability and a loss when it is probable that employees will be entitled to benefits
and the amount can be reasonably estimated. The cost of termination benefits
recognized as a liability and a loss shall include the amount of any lump-sum
payments and the present value of any expected future payments.

After reviewing Targa’s receipt of termination, Section 712-10-25-2: Contractual
Termination Benefits, explains Targa’s given situation. A contractual termination benefit
is required by the terms of a plan, Targa’s non-voluntary termination plan, only if a
specified event occurs, such as plant closing and relocation. Therefore, Targa should
recognize a liability on the balance sheet in the amount of $500,000 for the two weeks’
severance cost. The lump sum of $50,000 should be recognized as a loss on the income
statement. According to Section 712-10-15-4, one-time termination benefits is an
exception, and Section 712-10-25-2 does not explain how to account for one-time
termination benefits:
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15-4

The guidance in this Topic does not apply to the following benefits:

a. Benefits provided through a pension or postretirement benefit plan (See
Subtopics 715-30 and 715-60, which specify the accounting for those costs.)
b. Individual deferred compensation arrangements that are addressed by Subtopic
710-10
c. Special or contractual termination benefits, payable upon termination, from a
defined benefit pension plan, or payable upon retirement, covered by Subtopic
715-30.
d. Special or contractual termination benefits other than pension (for example,
welfare benefits), payable upon termination from a defined benefit other
postretirement plan, or payable upon retirement, covered under Subtopic 715-60.
e. One-time termination benefits covered in Subtopic 420-10 (see the following
paragraph).
f. Stock compensation plans that are addressed by Topic 718.

According to Section 420-10-25-4, one-time employee termination benefits exists when
the plan of termination is communicated and all the following criteria is met:
a. Management, having the authority to approve the action, commits to a plan of
termination.
b. The plan identifies the number of employees to be terminated, their job
classifications or functions and their locations, and the expected completion date.
c. The plan establishes the terms of the benefit arrangement, including the
benefits that employees will receive upon termination (including but not limited
to cash payments), in sufficient detail to enable employees to determine the type
and amount of benefits they will receive if they are involuntarily terminated.
d. Actions required to complete the plan indicate that it is unlikely that significant
changes to the plan will be made or that the plan will be withdrawn.
The promise and communication of a one-time employee termination benefit creates a
liability. Targa should record the $2.5 million as a liability on the balance sheet. But
should not recognize a loss.
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III.

Analysis: Retraining and relocation costs

Section 420 of the Codification also breaks down how to account for Targa’s relocation
cost and training cost. Section 420-10-25-1 determines when to recognize a liability:
25-1 A liability for a cost associated with an exit or disposal activity shall be
recognized in the period in which the liability is incurred, except as indicated in
paragraphs 420-10-25-6 and 420-10-25-9 (for a liability for one-time employee
termination benefits that is incurred over time). In the unusual circumstance in
which fair value cannot be reasonably estimated, the liability shall be recognized
initially in the period in which fair value can be reasonably estimated (see
paragraphs 420-10-30-1 through 30-3 for fair value measurement guidance).
This corresponds with Targa’s relocation plan. Targa should not recognize $500,000 of
relocation cost and $1.5 million in training costs on the December. 31. 20X1 income
statement but rather when they are incurred in the next year. Therefore, the liability
associated with these cost shouldn’t be recorded on the December 31, 20X1 balance
sheet. Section 420-10-25-15 supports this claim.
25-15 The liability shall not be recognized before it is incurred, even if the costs
are incremental to other operating costs and will be incurred as a direct result of a
plan. A liability for other costs associated with an exit or disposal activity shall be
recognized in the period in which the liability is incurred (generally, when goods
or services associated with the activity are received).
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I.

Consider Merck’s Common Shares
a.

Merck is authorized to issue 5,400,000,000 shares.

b.

Of the authorized shares, 2,983,508,675 are issue during the fiscal year of
2017.

c.

The stocks are issued at a par value $0.01, therefore the reconciled
amount of the shares issued for 2007 is 29,835,086.75.

d.

Merck has 811,005,791 shares of treasury stock as of December 31, 2017.

e.

Merck has 2,172,502,884 of shares outstanding. This is found by
subtracting treasury stock for the total shares issued.

f.

The market capitalization for Merck on December 31, 2017 is over $125
billion. This is calculated by multiplying $57.61 by the number of shares
outstanding.

II.

Dividends
Companies pay dividends to their common and ordinary shareholders to give them a
return on their investments. Shareholders are interested in receiving dividends at a
normal rate of return. When dividends are paid out, the company’s share price
decreases by the amount of dividends paid out. Dividend payoffs may signal to
investors a positive image that the company has the capital to pay out. It could also
show a negative signal to potential investors that the company growth rate is
declining.
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III.

Treasury Stock
Companies repurchase their own shares to take advantage of undervaluation. When stock
is undervalued a company can repurchase the stock at the reduced price and then re-issue
them once their stock price has increased. This increases the company’s capital without
issuing additional shares. Also buying back shares can make the company look more
profitable. Reducing the number of outstanding shares, increases the earnings per share
ratio. This artificially inflates the stock’s value.

IV.

Journal Entry
Journal entry that summarizes Merck’s common dividend activity for 2007
$ Values in millions
RE

3,310.7
Dividends Payable
Cash

V.

3.4
3,307.3

Repurchased Shares
During 2007, Merck repurchased a number of its own common shares on the open

market.
a. Merck uses the cost method to account for its treasury stock transactions.
The cost method is predominantly used. Treasury stock is debited at cost
that is the repurchase price. The balance sheet is treated under this method
by deducting treasury stock at the bottom stockholders equity section.
Therefore contributed capital is not affected by treasury stock.
b. Merck repurchased 26.5 million shares on the open market.
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c. Merck paid $1,429.7 million total and $53.95 per share to buy back its
stock during 2007. This is a financing cash flow.
d. Merck does not disclose treasury stock as an asset because it does not
have a future economic benefit even though it has a future cash benefit.

VI.

Analysis
In millions

2007

2006

Dividends Paid

3,307.3

3,322.6

Shares outstanding

2,172.5

2,167.7

Net income

$3,275.4

$4,433.8

Total assets

$48,350.7

$44,569.8

Operating cash flows

$6,999.2

$6,765.2

Year-end stock price

$57.61

$41.94

Dividends per share

$1.52

$1.53

Dividend yield

2.64%

3.65%

Dividend payout

100.97%

74.94%

Dividends to total assets

6.84%

7.45%

Dividends to operating
cash flows

47.25%

49.11%
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I.

Xilinx’s stock option plan

A stock option plan offers employees the right to buy a certain amount of the company’s
shares at a predetermined price at a specific time. Employees wait for the vesting period
to pass before they have the right to exercise the option. Stock options attract and keep
talented employees, by promoting incentives. It also gives an incentive for employees to
stay at the company longer. If they retire or quit before the vesting period is over they
forfeit their stock options and receive no benefit.
I.

Restricted stock units
Restricted stock unit is offered to the employee in the form of stock, much like a stock
option. However, employees receive the actual stock at the end of the vesting period.
Therefore, RSU’s have an actual value, whereas stock options can be worthless if the
market price falls below the given price. RSU encourages long-term employee
commitment.

II.

Definitions
a. Grant date- A grant is the issuance of the stock, therefore the grant date is
the date the stock option is issued. However, the company does not record
the issuance of the stock in the journal.
b. Exercise price- The exercise price is determined at the time the option
contract is formed.
c. Vesting period- Vesting period is the time the employee must wait in order
to exercise the stock options.
d. Expiration date- The expiration date of an option contact is the last date in
which the employee can exercise the stock.
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e. Options/RSUs granted- Employee is given option to hold company stock
if they met the requirements.
f. Options exercised- Exercising stock option is the employees right to buy
shares of the company. To exercise stock means to put the contract into
effect.
g. Options/RSUs forfeited- Employees don’t exercise their stock option
before the expiration date. Or the employee quits therefore forfeiting their
stock options
III.

RSU
The stock purchase plan allows employees to purchase at a discount of the fair market
value. The stock option plan you can only purchase at a certain price. RSU is a certain
number of shares. Stock purchase plan encourages employees to keep the stock price high
from period to period. They have the opportunity to exercise the right every 6 months.
They are different than stock option plans because stock purchase plan grant employees
the right to purchase stock at a discount, whereas stock options give employees the right
to purchase at a fixed price for a defined number of years.

IV.

Stock-based compensation
Xilinx Inc. offers employees different incentive plans. To account for these equity
incentive plans, share-based payment, Xilinx to measure the cost of equity incentive
plans expected to be exercised at the fair value of the grant date. These cost are recorded
as compensation expense and allocated over the period in which the employee is required
to perform a service, also known as the vesting period. In addition, the guidance requires
that cash flows resulting from excess tax benefits be recorded as part of cash flows from
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financing. Xilinx should use the straight-line method to recognize the stock based
compensation expenses over time.
V.

Table
a. Total expenses before income taxes: 77,862
b.Statement of income:
Xilinx includes this expense in different sections of the income statement:
COGS, Research and development, and General and administrative. This is
because stock options are offered to all employees that work in different
departments.
c. The 2013 expense cash flows:
The 2013 expense cash flow should be added back in the statement of cash
flows in the operating section. This is because it is a non-cash expense. The
expense is taking out on the income statement, decreasing net income. In the
operating section it is added back to net income, because it is a non-cash
expense.
d.Income tax effects stock-based:
This is a deferred tax account because you have the obligation to pay this
income tax in the future. It creates a deferred tax asset. Creating a deduction in
the future.
e. Journal entry:
Deferred tax asset
22,137
Income tax Payable

22,137
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I.

Part One
A. Five-Step Revenue Model
i.

Step one- Identify a contract with a customer.
A contract creates an enforceable right and obligations between parties. In
this case when the student order the beer and the bartender takes the order
a contract has been made. The student has the right to receive the beer and
an obligation to pay. Whereas Bier Haus has the right to receive revenue
when they meet their obligation to serve the customer.

ii.

Step two- Identify the performance obligations in the contract
A contract creates a promise to transfer goods to a customer. The
performance obligations of this contract is for the student to pay the
bartender $5 for the beer and for the bartender to fill up a plastic cup with
beer for the customer.

iii.

Step three- Determine the transaction price
The transaction price is the amount of consideration in which the seller
expects to receive after the transaction of goods and services. In this case
the transaction price is $5.

iv.

Step four- Allocate the transaction price to the performance obligations in
the contract
Typically the transaction price is allocated to each performance obligation.
In this case there is only one performance obligation, therefore the
transaction price is fully allocated to the bartender giving the beer to the
student.
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v.

Step five- Recognize revenue when the entity satisfies a performance
obligation
An entity follows the revenue recognition principal and recognizes
revenues when it satisfies the obligation. The Bier Haus should recognize
the revenue then, since the performance obligation has been met. The
amount recognized should be how much was allocated to the performance
obligation.

B. Journal Entry
Cash 5.00
Sales Revenue
II.

5.00

Part Two
A. Five Step Revenue model
i.

Step one- Identify a contract with the customer
A contract is created when the student orders a beer and the bartender
takes the order. The bartender recognizes that in addition to the beer the
student wants a thermal mug.

ii.

Step two- Identify the performance obligations in the contract
The bartender has an obligation to pour the student a beer in a thermal
beer mug while the student has an obligation to pay for the beer and the
mug.

iii. Step three- Determine the transaction price
The transaction price is $7.00. All though the mug is worth $3.00 and the
beer is $5.00, the student received a discount when purchasing them
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together. The bar only receives $7.00 in cash yet recognizes revenues of
$8.00, creating a debit to sales discount.
iv. Step four- Allocate the transaction price to the performance obligations in
the contract
According to section ASC 606-10-25-19, a good or service is distinct if:
(a) the customer can benefit from the good either on its own or together
with other resources that are available to the customer and (b) the entity’s
promise to transfer the good or service to the customer is separately
identifiable from other promises in the contact. Selling the beer and the
thermal mug together meets this criteria. Therefore, the transaction price
must be allocated to each performance obligation on a relative standalone
selling price basis. The beer is originally $5.00 and the mug is $3.00 if
sold separately. Because they are sold together at a discount, the discount
is allocated in proportion to the standalone selling price. The beer and mug
are sold at a discount of $0.63 ($5.00/8.00) and $0.38 ($3.00/8.00)
respectively.
v.

Step five- Recognize revenue when the entity satisfies a performance
obligation
Bier Haus should recognize the revenue immediately because the
performance obligation has been met.

B. Journal Entry
Cash
Sales Disc

7.00
1.00
Sales Revenue

8.00
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III.

Part three
A. Revenue Recognition Model
i.

Step one- Identify a contract with a customer
There are two types of contacts in this scenario. The first is an oral
contract. The student orders a beer and a pretzel and the bartender takes
the order. However, because they are out of pretzels at the moment the
bartender offers the student a coupon for two free pretzels. This is a
written contact allowing the student the right to two pretzels and creating
an obligation for Bier Haus to give the student two pretzels when the
coupon is redeemed.

ii.

Step two- Identify the performance obligations in the contact
The bartender has the performance obligation to fill the student’s mug up
with beer and to give him a coupon, when he accepts $7.00 from the
student. Bier Haus has a performance obligation to give the student two
pretzels when they redeem their coupon. This performance obligation can
be fulfilled at any time in the future.

iii. Step three- Determine the transaction price
The transaction price is $7.00; $5.00 for the beer and $2.00 for the
coupon.
iv. Step four- Allocate the transaction price to the performance obligations in
the contract
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The standalone selling price for the beer is still $5.00. However, because
Bier Haus ran out of pretzels, the coupon was sold at a discount of $1.50.
The standalone selling price of the coupon is normally $3.50.
v.

Step five- Recognize revenue when the entity satisfies a performance
obligation
The revenue from the sale of beer should be recognized immediately
because the good has been transferred. Bier Haus shouldn’t recognize
revenue from the coupon, because it hasn’t been redeemed. Instead they
should represent the transfer of the coupon to the customer.

B. Journal Entry
Cash

5.00
Sales Revenue

Cash
2.00
Sales Disc 1.50
Coupon
IV.

5.00

3.50

Part Four

A. Revenue Recognition Model
i.

Step one- Identify a contract with a customer
A contract is created when the student orders two pretzels and the
bartender takes the order.

ii.

Step two- Identify the performance obligations in the contract
The bartender is obligated to give the student two pretzels, and accept the
coupon in exchange for the goods.

iii. Step three- Determine the transaction price
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The transaction for the order of two pretzels is normally $4.00. However,
because the student has coupon, the transaction price is determined by the
value of the coupon, which is $3.50.
iv. Step four- Allocate the transaction price to the performance obligations in
the contract
The transaction price is allocated to the performance obligation at a value
of $3.50. That is because that is the standalone selling price of the coupon.
v.

Step five- Recognize revenue when the entity satisfies a performance
obligation
Now that the coupon has been redeemed, Bier Haus can recognize the
revenue from the coupon.

B. Journal Entry
Coupon
3.50
Sales Revenue

3.50
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I.

Executive Summary

A deferred tax liability arises when a book income is greater than taxable income because
of temporary differences that arise from tax accounting and financial accounting. Book
income is the income reported within the financial statements of the taxable entity.
Taxable income is not normally the same as book income, which is reported on the
financial statements
II.

Definitions

a)

Permanent tax differences- A permanent difference is when a business
transaction is reported differently for financial and tax reporting purposes. The
differences will never be eliminated and will permanently reduce the tax
liability of a business.

b)

Temporary tax differences- A temporary tax difference arise when financial
accounting permits recording a transaction in one tax period, while tax
accounting requires recording the transaction in another tax period. These
difference often create a deferred tax.

c)

Statutory tax rate- Statutory tax rate is the legally imposed rate. Sales tax rates
have a flat statutory rate, whereas an income tax could have multiple statutory
rates for different income levels.

d)

Effective tax rate- Effective tax rate is the average rate at which an entity is
taxed. For a corporation is the rate at which their pre-tax profits are taxed. For
and individual the tax rate is at which their income is taxed.
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III.

Reporting Deferred Income Taxes

Companies report deferred income taxes as part of their total income tax expense to lower
their taxable income. They rather recognize it upfront.
IV.

Deferred Income Tax Liability

A deferred income tax is a liability that arises as a result of recognizing income under
different tax laws. A deferred income tax is recorded on the balance sheet. A situation
arises when and income tax payable on the tax return is greater than the income tax
expense on the financial statements. When this happens previous balances of deferred
income tax liabilities are extinguished. A deferred tax asset arises when a company has
overpaid taxes or has paid an advance in taxes on their balance sheet. A deferred income
tax liability cannot become a deferred income tax asset and vice versa. Simply they just
increase of decrease.
V.

Deferred Tax Assets

A business should create a valuation allowance for a deferred tax asset if it is likely that
the company will not recognize some portion of the asset. The valuation account is much
like an allowance for doubtful accounts. And can be written off using a bad debt expense.
VI.

Journal Entries

a. Income Tax Expense 9,393
Net Deferred Tax Asset 8,293
Income Tax Payable 17,686
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b. Income Tax Expense 9,393
DTA

8,002

DTL

291
Income Tax Payable

VII.

17,868

Effective Tax Rate

c. Effective tax rate = Tax Expense/ Pre-Tax income
9,393/23,898=39.3%
d. 6,956+6,912= The 6,912 is found on the balance sheet as “deferred income tax
assets” under current assets and 6596 is found under just “deferred income tax
assets”.
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I.

Executive Summary
A company would rather lease assets than buy them because you can get
immediate access to the asset and pay it back on a monthly basis, this helps ease
the cash flow. Also the cash that would have been spent on purchasing the asset,
can be used to help financial growth. There are also tax benefits for leasing
equipment. You can deduct the lease cost from you taxable income.

II.
a.

Definitions
An operating lease is the rental of an asset from a lessor, but not under terms that
would classify it as a capital lease. The concept of operating lease allows
businesses to keep from recording an asset on its balance sheet. An example of an
operating lease is an automobile.

b. A capital lease is a lease in which the lessee records the underlying asset as
though it owns the asset. The lessor should record a lease as a capital lease if the
lease period covers at least 75% of the useful life, there is an option to buy the
leased asset is following the lease expiration at a below.
c. A direct-financing lease is basically the coupling of a sale and financing
transaction.
d. A sales-type lease is a lease that is valued at fair value of the leased property by
the lessor.
e. Accountants distinguish between different types of leases to establish what the
best is for the company. Also depending on the type of lease depends on how you
would account for it.
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III.

Journal Entries
a.

This lease will be treated as an operating lease because it does not met the
criterion of a capital lease. The term of the lease does not make up a major
portion of the useful life of the assets. Nor does it met that the present
value of the lease

b.

c.

IV.

To record the payment of the lease
Rent Expense 100,000
Cash
100,000
Year 1:
Rent Expense 100,000
Deferred Rent Expense 100,000
Year 2-5:
Rent Expense 100,000
Deferred Rent Expense 25,000
Cash
125,000

Commitments and Contingencies
a.

The expense for operating lease for the fiscal year of 2009 is $45.9
million.

b.
V.

Selling, general, and administrative
Capital Leases
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I.
V.

PPE

219,644
Lease obligation 219,644
Lease obligation 32,276
Interest expense 15,375
Cash
50,651
Depreciation Expense 27,455
Accumulated Depreciation 27,455

VI.

Operating Leases
Build-A-Bear’s management has the incentive to structure its lease as operating
lease because it doesn’t create a liability.

VII.

Capitalizing Operating Leases

By capitalizing leases, the ratios all increase, including weaker liquidity and solvency.
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